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1.   

c has 
asked me : 

 
appropriate and is it implemented in a robust manner? 

 
 

 
 

its development be consistent with  
 

2.  

research 

—
—to provide evidence-

sustain

the world to both inform and enrich its work in the US. Courts in the US and Europe have relied on the 
-

oil and gas development.i 

I am , where I have worked in over  countries on climate 
I have co-

change, the -reviewed 

 
i See e.g. Juliana v. United States, No. - -01517-AA   Columbia Riverkeeper et al. v. Cowlitz 
County et al.,  No. 17-010c   Board for the State of  Advocates for a Cleaner 
Tacoma et al. v. Puget Sound Clean Air Agency, Puget Sound Energy,  No. P19-087c  Control 

 Board for the State of  Verenigung Mileiudefensie et al. v. Royal Dutch Shell, 
C/09/571932 /  ZA 19-379  Court of the  
. 
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literature, including on the impact of projects and policies on greenhouse gas emissions.1–12 
A I have iness and 

Mechanism.  I am on  and a regular reviewer for leading 
. I am also adjunct fa the 

I I hold 
  

The opinions expressed here  

e right to supplement the discussion and 
document. I  have not discussed content or collaborated 

 

3. 
appropriate? And  ? 

assess the . is net emissions 
sis, 

baseline. This is the approach that the has relied upon here, drawing on 
13. It is used for project assessment, though with scope and , as 

described below14.  

The Ener to net emissions impact is similar to what 
 for fossil fuel development projects4,15. It seeks to capture three important 

oil and gas would translate  to 
increased sources would be displaced 

the  

While  is appropriate
 Their makes a number 

other literature, inappropriate for its own counterfactual or not 
 frame of the project. T are towards a result that 

shows rather than increase emissions 
.   

ther approaches the Yggdrasil development include examining its 
-

nt to consider.  
 

 

4.  

? be a   
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draws on the  report noted above, which 
looked at 

. The  r
rather at on the shelf .  

The from  18/10/20230  suggests 
that t 52 Mt 2e 

average emissions impact per 
 report -  and -123 2 equivalent

the 17. These 
emissions impact are based on the results of   
scenario, which  states is Announced Pledges Scenario of the 

 18.  

The following elements of the  are proble biased in favor of the 
of for new 

 cited, peer-reviewed literature or with the APS upon which 
the   :  

 . , the net emissions would be conducted on an annual basis 
based on expected Yggdrasil oil and gas 

 Using a 
 can be a reasonable surrogate. 

the lit
öö

2034.19  
 rrent e.g., 

Yggdrasil 
 

  for 2030  
  2035 

 . oil price e -
cited, peer-reviewed literature4,20–24, and minimize , 

 and reports. Due to low demand and high 
- ,  that global oil 

a the 
that it would result in an increase in 

e Willow oil project in Alaska25. Several 
 ago

urn to in the future4. Several 
other researcher 20,22–24 Prest et al15 conducted a 
comprehensive and transparent assessment which found 
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 - that results in ing 0.45 
 

 for increase in oil consumed per produced: 0.1. 
   0.45. 

 The  fails to account for the increase in global 
result from decreased prices. 

 assumes that increased 
leads to a corresponding unit of decrease in , 

. This is -world 
experience. Consumers take advantage of lower fuel prices to drive more, turn up their 
thermostats, and purchase more -lived, oil- and gas-based equipment. 

- es. Another is to look 
to long- , as in Erickson and 18  which found that that price-
induced changes lead to changes in 

ns .  
  .  
  half of increased 

demand.ii  
  overstates the extent to 

displace coal use in the power sector.  makes a series of arguments to arrive at a 
conclusion that increased would occur 

 that this increase in gas-
displace coal renewables. While such an 
outcome with the IEA APS scenario on 
which  bases  and does not take into account how the global 
gas market 2030s. Under the 

18, gas is in decline in the power as well as buildings sectors , coal power is 

. 
increasing gas could well 

as well as the power sector
Furthermore,  argues that 

Norwegian gas would be used , an 
reasonable in the short- -term  for regions 

- . This is the 
case for Asia, 18.  
  power sector displacement 

 
  :  / 

-

 
ii The is extended from oil to gas, and an implausible  
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buildings renewablesiii  
 in the power sector.iv  

 Upstream emissions.  assumes that oil and gas producers in the rest of the world 
take limited steps to reduce methane 4 emissions and none to reduce the carbon dioxide 

2 emissions associated with 
approp account for  Methane Pledge and 
their broader net zero and related pledges.  assumes upstream 
methane 4 emissions MP goal for all sectors. 
agriculture accounts for the largest share of global methane emissions and reducing methane 
emissions from livestock
reducing them in the sector. Furthermore, the  an appears to assume 

2 emissions from , even though 2 emissions from oil 
 , 

 to reduce these emissions as well. Under IEA 2022 
2 4 

e
2020 to 203027. IEA does not report upstream ed 
Pledges Scenario

2 emissio  
 

4 2 from current levels. 
  4 2 global 

produc  for oil and 41
. 

When combined, these adjusted the 
development of Yggdrasil will increase 2 .  

This simple, adjusted  and the limited 
 reports examined some of the 

. 
including under a net zero scenario, which could also consider issues not addressed here. Among those 
issues is v 
as well as 28, whose report I am aware of but have not reviewed.   

 
iii 

rces.   
iv This 

-to-
power begins and in other regions. 
v -

the outcome could be 



 
 

 
  

a broader context than net 
its This broader context 

includes assessing s 
and global climate targets. Such an assessment can involve looking to modelling studies to assess whether 
a project such as Yggdrasil would be developed in a scenario that is consistent with climate targets, 

the “holding the increase in global 
average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and 
temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre- 29. -regarded assessment is the 

roadmap, found that 
to be develo 19,29.  In its update released this fall, the IEA reiterated that “no new long-

that development of Yggdrasil is therefore  

examining a fossil fuel project  are its lock-
An assessment of lock- would consider the extent to which this project 

would lead to long-lived investments in new, fossil fuel using-infrastructure, including new gas-
power plants or petroleum-   and lower prices could lead 
to. The  - assuming all the added Norwegian 

ignores the greater gas 

equipment.vi  

consider the signals that approval and development of this project sends to 

As underscores, “an equitable 

capa 30 

 

The that as a result of the Yggdrasil development “global greenhouse gas 
emissions would be reduced b 2 equivalents“ is based on an 
appears to be M , the Yggdrasil development, over its 

will increase , on the order of about 80 e 
adjusted to be more consistent -reviewed literature. This is well 

 
though 

w .  
vi , 
just non-Norwegian ones. Therefore, b , this project will also 

-out – and lock-in – , gas- , 
and other gas using infrastructure. 
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2e in 2020 from all 
sources31. Furthermore, development of oil and gas in Yggdrasil 
agreed and risks locking-

could undermine   
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